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Pilton Original
Fresh bittersweet cider apples are partially fermented to produce a 
naturally medium cider without sweetening or pasteurisation.
Wild yeasts, cold cellars and the low nutrient orchards of Pilton are all key 
elements in the process. Light and refreshing, it is best served chilled, as 
an aperitif or with food.

Medium, Dry
Keeved 5%
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Tamoshanta 
A fruity keeved cider, partially fermented in oak barrels.
Keeving and initial fermentation takes place in large vats but on Burns 
Night the young cider is transferred to Scotch whisky barrels to finish 
and mature. Medium sweet with a smokey vanilla tannin, Tamoshanta 
is great when served chilled with a wedge Somerset Cheddar.
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Medium, Sweet
Keeved

https://craftdrink.co.uk/happerley/


In Touch
This super tasty cider is made by soaking grape skins in fermenting 
keeved cider for three weeks. The skins are strained off and the cider 
allowed to referment and then mature for six months, before being 
blended with naturally sweet new season keeved cider. Guest blended by 
Martyn Goodwin-Sharman.
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Fox Dog Cat
A super-smooth blend of mature Jonagold, with just a dash of smoke on 
the finish; sweetened with their classic bittersweet keeved cider. The 
distinctive text-only label was created on a 1935 typewriter and features 
the exploits of the quick brown fox and the lazy dog as they enjoy cider 
and generally hang out at Cat's bar.
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Pilton One Juice 
A smooth and mellow keeved cider, made as Pilton's part of the One Juice 
project. Back in November 2019, five cidermakers began an experiment to 
see what would happen if they each made a cider from the same apple 
juice. Ross-on-Wye Cider pressed five batches of an identical blend and 
each was taken away by a producer to be made into a different cider.

Pomme Pomme
This fruity cider brings together bittersweet cider apples with their 
pomme family third cousin, the quince. The unique tart astringency of the 
quince is balanced here by the natural fruity sweetness of Pilton's Original 
keeved cider.
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